The Zeeman effect is the only observational technique available to measure directly the strength of magnetic fields in regions of star formation. This chapter reviews the physics of the Zeeman effect and its practical use in both extended gas and in masers. We discuss observational results for the five species for which the Zeeman effect has been detected in the interstellar medium -H I, OH, and CN in extended gas and OH, CH 3 OH, and H 2 O in masers. These species cover a wide range in density, from ∼ 10 cm −3 to ∼ 10 10 cm −3 , which allows magnetic fields to be measured over the full range of cloud densities. However, there are significant limitations, including that only the line-of-sight component of the magnetic field strength can usually be measured and that there are often significant uncertainties about the physical conditions being sampled, particularly for masers. We discuss statistical methods to partially overcome these limitations. The results of Zeeman observations are that the mass to magnetic flux ratio, which measures the relative importance of gravity to magnetic support, is subcritical (gravity dominates magnetic support) at lower densities but supercritical for N H 10 22 cm −2 . Above n H ∼ 300 cm −3 , which is roughly the density at which clouds typically become self-gravitating, the strength of magnetic fields increases approximately as B ∝ n 2/3 , which suggest that magnetic fields do not provide significant support at high densities. This is consistent with high-density clouds being supercritical. However, magnetic fields have a large range in strengths at any given density, so the role of magnetic fields should differ significantly from one cloud to another. And for maser regions the dependence of field strength on density may have a slightly lower slope. Turbulent reconnection theory seems to best match the Zeeman observational results.
INTRODUCTION
What governs or regulates star formation has been a crucial question in astrophysics for many decades. The two extreme positions are: (1) that magnetic fields support clouds against gravitational collapse and that star formation can occur only when magnetic support is removed, through a process such as ambipolar diffusion, e.g. Mouschovias and Ciolek (1999) or (2) that interstellar turbulence governs the formation of self-gravitating clouds that once formed can collapse and form stars, e.g. Mac Low and Klessen (2004) .
Theory alone cannot answer this question; required are observations of magnetic fields.
There are several observational techniques for the study of magnetic fields in the interstellar medium, with the two most prominent being (1) linear polarization of continuum radiation emitted or absorbed by dust grains aligned by magnetic fields and (2) the Zeeman effect that produces frequency-shifted polarized spectral lines. This chapter is concerned with the Zeeman effect.
The Zeeman effect was discovered by Dutch physicist Pieter Zeeman in 1896 in a laboratory experiment. In his discovery paper Zeeman suggested that the effect he had discovered could be important in measuring magnetic fields in astrophysics. The Zeeman effect was first applied in astrophysics in 1908 by George Ellery Hale (1908) , who measured magnetic fields in sun spots. Although interstellar magnetic fields were first detected by Hiltner (1949) by observing linear polarization of starlight passing through the intervening interstellar medium, the first detection of the Zeeman effect in the interstellar medium came only after almost another 20 years. The first indication of an interstellar Zeeman effect came from observations of polarization in OH masers by Weinreb et al. (1965) ; although they suggested that the polarization might be due to the Zeeman effect, that interpretation was not certain because the standard pattern of the classical Zeeman effect was not seen in the polarized maser emission. Following intense observational work by several workers, Verschuur (1968) first detected the Zeeman effect in the extended interstellar medium in the 21-cm hyperfine line of H I. It was another 15 years before Zeeman splitting in extended molecular gas was detected, in OH by Crutcher and Kazès (1983) , and yet another 15 years before detection in the third (and so far last) species, CN, by Crutcher et al. (1996 Crutcher et al. ( , 1999b . Interstellar maser observations of the Zeeman effect have been extended from OH to additional species: H 2 O (Fiebig and Guesten, 1989) and CH 3 OH (Vlemmings, 2008b) .
The Zeeman effect is used to study magnetic fields in the diffuse and dense (molecular) interstellar medium. In this chapter we review Zeeman observations in the interstellar medium and discuss how observations of the Zeeman effect can test models of star formation, the present state of such tests, and possible future developments. Crutcher (2012) previously reviewed observations (by all techniques) of magnetic fields in molecular clouds. This article is specific to the Zeeman effect; it expands discussion of the effect itself, summarizes the discussion in the above review, adds the (very limited) new Zeeman data that have become available, and discusses some more recent controversies about the astrophysical interpretation of the observational results.
THE ZEEMAN EFFECT
Immediately after Zeeman's discovery, Hendrik Lorentz explained the Zeeman effect in terms of classical physics -an electrical charge moving in a circular orbit in a magnetic field. The predicted frequencies for the Zeeman-split lines are then:
where ν 0 is the unshifted line frequency, e is the charge of an electron, B is the magnetic field strength, m e is the mass of an electron, and c is the speed of light.
The above might suggest that in the presence of a magnetic field, an atom would emit two spectral lines at the frequencies given by eq. 1. However, only the vector component of the electron acceleration perpendicular to the line of sight will produce electromagnetic radiation along the line of sight. For atoms with electron orbital planes perpendicular to the line of sight, as the electrons accelerate in their circular orbits they will emit circularly polarized radiation along the magnetic field direction. Since electrons are negatively charged, right circularly polarized radiation has the higher frequency and left circularly polarized radiation the lower frequency. On the other hand, if one observes perpendicular to the magnetic field vector B with the electron orbits perpendicular to B, then only the acceleration of the electron perpendicular to B will emit radiation along the line of sight, and this radiation will be linearly polarized perpendicular to B. In practice one could not observe a single atom but an ensemble of atoms with electron orbital planes randomly distributed with respect to B. In the case of observations along the magnetic field direction, the projection of these orbits onto the plane perpendicular to B would produce the same two circularly polarized Zeeman components as described above. For observations perpendicular to B, however, a frequency of radiation different from the two Zeeman components is introduced. Electron orbits parallel to B will produce linearly polarized radiation parallel to B but unshifted in frequency since the electron acceleration that produces the radiation is parallel to B, hence there is no additional force produced by the magnetic field. However, with higher spectral resolution it was soon found that the triplet of lines predicted by classical physics was actually a more complicated pattern of more than three lines. This "anomalous" Zeeman effect is not explicable by classical physics, for it is only the angular momentum of the electron in its orbit that produces the classical Zeeman effect. Electron spin means that it is the total angular momentum, both orbital and spin angular momenta, that produces the Zeeman effect. The various coupling modes of the two angular momenta produce the more complicated anomalous effect with more than the three classical line components when the net spin of the electrons is an odd half integer. Therefore atomic hydrogen is in general a case of anomalous Zeeman splitting. However, since the 21-cm line of H I arises from the two hyperfine energy levels in the ground S 1/2 state with m J = ±1/2, the Zeeman pattern is the classical three-line one. The "anomalous" Zeeman effect is in fact THE Zeeman effect; the "normal" Zeeman effect with a triplet of lines is simply a subset of the complete situation. With a single electron moving in a magnetic field, the prediction is the same as the classical one:
where the Bohr magneton µ B ≡ eh/4πm e c = 9.2732 × 10 −21 erg/G, which means that the frequency shift due to the Zeeman effect for the 21-cm H I line is 1.4 Hz/µG.
The atoms and molecules that are most useful in studying magnetic fields in the interstellar medium are hydrogenic, with an odd number of electrons. The unpaired electron in hydrogenic systems will lead to large Zeeman splittings, approximately equal to the Bohr magneton, and hence to detectable Zeeman splittings at the relatively low (∼ 10 µG in H I, e.g. Heiles and Troland 2005) magnetic field strengths in the interstellar medium. Even for systems with all electrons paired, there may still be a Zeeman effect, but this time due to the nuclear spin rather than the electron spin. However, the Zeeman splitting is now approximately equal to the nuclear magneton, µ N = eh/4πm p c = µ B /1836. Only for very strong magnetic fields and very strong spectral lines is the Zeeman effect detectable in the interstellar medium for this case; examples are the CH 3 OH and H 2 O masers.
Figure 1 (upper) illustrates the above discussion of the Zeeman effect. The lower part of figure 1 shows the polarizations of the frequency unshifted (π) and shifted (σ) Zeeman components, with their polarization states depending on the viewing angle. Figure 2 illustrates what will be observed for the classical Zeeman effect. Figure 2 (a) shows a Gaussian Stokes I spectral line with unit intensity and unit sigma-width ∆ν σ (i.e., FWHM = 2.355). Figure 2 (b) shows the three Zeeman components when the Zeeman splitting is sufficiently large that the Zeeman components are cleanly separated, with the total intensity of each component being in the ratio 1:2:1. Figure 2 (c) shows what would be observed with a instrument sensitive to circular polarization with a 1% Zeeman splitting. Figure 2(d) shows what would be observed with a instrument sensitive to linearly polarization perpendicular to the magnetic field in the plane of the sky with a large Zeeman splitting, such as might occur in mainline OH masers. In these cases, one would observe the Zeeman components with their full separations ∆ν z and be able to infer the full magnetic field strength. However, if the Zeeman splitting were only 1% of the line width, Figure 2 (e) shows the Stokes Q and/or U spectra that would be observed. Note the very small amplitude of the signal. Finally, figure 2(f) complements figure 2(d) and shows the spectrum that would be observed in linear polarization observing parallel to a field in the plane of the sky.
OBSERVING THE ZEEMAN EFFECT
The strength of the π component is proportional to the strength of the magnetic field in the plane of the sky parallel to the magnetic vector B. The σ components are generally elliptically polarized, since the magnetic field will in general be at an angle to the line of sight. The elliptical polarization is a combination of linear polarization perpendicular to B in the plane of the sky and circular polarization proportional to the strength of the magnetic field along the line of sight. The sense of the circular polarization of the two σ components reverses depending on whether the line-of-sight component B LOS is toward or away from us. From ∆ν z , the degree of elliptical polarization of the σ components, and the relative amplitudes of the σ and π components, it is possible in principle to infer full information about B (Crutcher et al., 1993) .
However, in the extended (non-masing) interstellar medium, the Zeeman splitting is generally much smaller than the line width, and it is possible to infer only the amplitude and direction of the line-of-sight component B LOS of B. We can see why this is if we consider a magnetic field with components both along the line of sight and in the plane of the sky. If an instrument is sensitive only to (for example) left-circular polarization, it could detect (say) 100% of the σ− (or equivalently red-shifted σ r ) Zeeman component and 0% of the σ+ (or equivalently blue-shifted σ b ) component. But the linearly polarized σ−, π, and σ+ Zeeman components would also be detected by this instrument at a fraction of their full intensity (depending on θ, the angle between the line of sight and B). This would increase the detected strength of the σ+ Zeeman component, but would shift the centroid of the observed left-circularly polarized spectrum toward the unshifted line frequency ν 0 . Hence, the observed Zeeman frequency shift would be less than ∆ν z . When the right circularly polarized spectrum was observed, a similar shift toward the central unshifted frequency would occur. The result would be an "observed" Zeeman splitting less than ∆ν z , by an amount cosθ. Hence, observation of the Stokes parameter V spectrum yields only B cos θ = B LOS , the line-of-sight component of B. As illustrated in figure 2(c), when the Zeeman splitting is 1/100th the width of the spectral line (∆ν z = 0.01∆ν σ ), the shape of the Stokes V spectrum is that of the first derivative with respect to frequency of the Stokes I spectrum and the total amplitude of the Stokes V spectrum is about 1/100 that of the Stokes I spectrum.
In principle, information about the field in the plane of the sky (POS) would come from the Stokes Q and U spectra, with strengths proportional to (∆ν z /∆ν σ ) 2 × B P OS . The reason for this second-order dependence of the strengths of the Stokes Q and U spectra on the strength of the magnetic field comes from the fact that there is not just the Zeeman-split linearly-polarized σ components, but also the linearly polarized and non-shifted π Zeeman component. Figure 2 (e) illustrates this for a Zeeman splitting of 1/100th the width of the spectral line. The magnitude of the Stokes Q or U spectrum (depending on the orientation of the magnetic field on the plane of the sky) is much too small to be detected as a practical matter.
To date the Zeeman effect has been detected unambiguously in non-masing interstellar gas only in H I, OH, and CN lines and in maser lines of OH, CH 3 OH, and H 2 O. The Zeeman splitting factor Z = 2∆ν z , which is the separation between the two σ components or twice the Zeeman frequency shift, is specific to the spectral transition. The Zs for transitions with interstellar Zeeman detections are given in table 1 (maser lines of CH 3 OH and H 2 O are blends of several ∆F transitions, and Z factors are somewhat uncertain). In this table R.I. is the relative intensity and Z is the Zeeman splitting factor of each line, so R.I. × Z is the relative sensitivity to B LOS . Other promising species are C 2 H, SO, C 2 S, and CH. Unfortunately, most of the common interstellar molecules have all their electrons paired (non-paramagnetic species) and therefore do not have strong Z factors. Because Z does not depend on spectral-line frequency, sensitivity to the Zeeman effect decreases with increasing spectral-line frequency, so cm-wavelength transitions like those of H I and OH are sensitive to much lower field strengths than those of mm-wavelength transitions like those of CN.
Zeeman radio spectral-line observations are generally not reported as right and left circularly polarized spectra (RCP and LCP), but as Stokes parameter spectra I = RCP + LCP and V = RCP -LCP (for technical reasons telescope software sometimes returns I and V as 1/2 the above). As noted above, for the limit of Zeeman splitting much smaller than the spectral-line width, the "theoretical" Stokes V spectrum is V ≈ dI/dν × Z × B cos θ. The analysis technique followed is to calculate the derivative of the I spectrum by numerically differentiating the observed I spectrum, and to fit (usually by least squares) this to the observed V spectrum. Because there may be a gain difference "g" between the left and right circular polarization due to instrumental effects, generally one also includes a term to fit for this. So the general equation fitted to the observed Stokes V spectrum is
(
The mean error in B cos θ is also given by the least-squares fitting process.
Very small instrumental polarization effects can be very important for Zeeman work; hence, observers must be very careful that instrumental polarization effects are not mistaken for the Zeeman effect. The most significant instrumental effect in single-dish Zeeman observations is the phenomenon of "beam squint", for which the left and right circularly polarized beams of the telescope point in different directions. Beam squint is important for Zeeman work because the combination of beam squint and a velocity gradient in a cloud will produce a V spectrum identical to the one expected for the Zeeman effect. Heiles and Troland (2004) have extensively described the possible instrumental effects and techniques for mitigating these effects when performing Zeeman observations. The technical challenges of highaccuracy Stokes V interferometric observations and analysis are described by Sault et al. (1990) and Kemball and Richter (2011) .
When only one component of B is measurable, the Zeeman effect gives directly only a lower limit to the total magnetic field strength. However, a statistical study of a large number of clouds can yield information about total field strengths, e.g., Heiles and Crutcher (2005) . Most of the earlier statistical studies assumed that the measured B LOS in a set of clouds were uniformly distributed between −B 0 and B 0 , where B 0 is the total field strength that is assumed to be the same in all lines of sight observed. Then the median and mean of the set of measured |B LOS | = 1 2 B 0 . Hence, one simply determines the mean of |B LOS | to infer B 0 . However, the approaches that deal only with mean or median values ignore the possibly large variation in total field strength (B T OT ) in the sample. A more sophisticated approach is to measure the probability distribution function (PDF) of B LOS over a sample of clouds and to infer the PDF of the total magnitude of the magnetic field strength. An application of this approach will be discussed in detail below.
ZEEMAN OBSERVATIONAL RESULTS -EXTENDED GAS

H I, OH, and CN Zeeman Observations
The Zeeman effect in the ISM was first detected -after multiple attempts -in absorption lines of H I toward the Cassiopeia A supernovae remnant (Verschuur, 1968) . Over the next five years only three more detections were made, toward Orion A, M 17, and Taurus A. Three of these were in the H I associated with molecular clouds, while the Taurus A line is not. Troland and Heiles (1982a,b) and Heiles and Troland (1982) achieved the first H I Zeeman detections beyond Verschuur's original four souces, 14 years after that first detection. Further emission-line H I Zeeman observations and maps were toward the dark cloud filament L204 (Heiles, 1988) , H I filaments associated with supernova or super-bubble shells (Heiles, 1989) , the Ophiuchus dark cloud (Goodman and Heiles, 1994) , and four dense H I clouds (Myers et al., 1995) . Heiles (1997) mapped H I Zeeman toward 217 positions in the Orion-Eridanus region and carried out an extensive analysis. Finally, Heiles and Troland (2004) carried out a large H I Zeeman survey in absorption lines toward continuum sources.
The first detection was of OH absorption toward the NGC 2024 molecular cloud (Crutcher and Kazès, 1983) . The OH Zeeman effect was later mapped with the VLA (e.g., figure 3 ) toward several molecular clouds. Crutcher et al. (1993) carried out a survey of OH Zeeman toward dark clouds, achieving mostly upper limits. Bourke et al. (2001) extended attempts to detect the OH Zeeman effect, and obtained one definite and one probable new detection out of the 23 molecular clouds observed. Then Troland and Crutcher (2008) carried out a major survey toward dark clouds, with 9 detections out of 34 positions. Crutcher et al. (1996 Crutcher et al. ( , 1999b 
Interpretation of Zeeman Observations
The three species (H I, OH, and CN) with Zeeman detections in extended gas have resulted in measurements of B LOS that cover a large range of densities. H I emission samples the cold neutral atomic medium over densities between 1-100 cm −3 . H I in absorption toward molecular clouds can sample densities ∼ 10 2 − 10 4 cm −3 ; the ground-state 18-cm lines of OH sample roughly the same density range. Finally, the 3-mm emission lines of CN, which have a critical density ∼ 10 5 cm −3 , sample densities ∼ 10 5 − 10 6 cm −3 .
The astrophysical significance of Zeeman results requires determination of N H and/or n H in the regions where magnetic field strengths have been measured. For H I in absorption N H may be determined by also observing the line in emission off the continuum source so that the spin temperature and optical depth can be inferred, e.g., Heiles and Troland (2003) . The associated n H may then be estimated from the mean interstellar pressure in the cold neutral diffuse medium and the spin temperature, e.g., Crutcher et al. (2010b) . Since the OH line optical depths are generally small, N OH can be estimated from the observed line strengths, e.g., Crutcher (1979) . To obtain N H one then uses the [OH/H] ratio determined by Crutcher (1979) . To obtain n H for the regions in which OH is found one divides N H by the mean diameter of the OH region. For CN (Falgarone et al., 2008) , the methods are similar to those for OH. The CN hyperfine-line ratios imply that the lines are optically thin, so N(CN) may be calculated from observed line strengths. N H then comes from [CN/H] based on studies by Turner and Gammon (1975) and Johnstone et al. (2003) . The n H in the CN emitting regions must be fairly close to the critical density of the transition, since the lines are observed to be much weaker than kinetic temperatures and optically thin (no line photon trapping). Unfortunately few excitation analyses of CN excitation have been carried out, but since CN and CS have similar critical densities and map similarly, n H in the CN regions can be assumed to be about the same as obtained from CS excitation analyses. Finally, a second, independent method for determining n H comes by dividing N H by the estimated thickness of clouds from the mean extent of the CN distribution on the sky. There are certainly significant uncertainties in the estimates of n H especially, particularly as applied to individual clouds, where estimates may be off by an order of magnitude. However, in statistical studies such as those described in this paper, more important is the ensemble uncertainty. Crutcher et al. (2010b) found a statistical uncertainty of about a factor of two in n H Two important quantities than can be inferred from the Zeeman data are the mass to magnetic flux ratio M/Φ (∝ N H /B) and κ (in the B ∝ n κ H relation (see Crutcher (2012) for a detailed discussion). M/Φ is proportional to the ratio of gravity to magnetic pressure and informs whether magnetic fields are sufficiently strong to support clouds against gravitational contraction. A simple way to derive the expression for the critical M/ΦA at which magnetic and gravitational energies are in equilibrium is to equate the virial terms:
The precise numerical value differs slightly for detailed models depending on geometry and density structure. A supercritical ratio means that magnetic pressure alone is insufficient to prevent gravitational collapse, while a subcritical ratio means collapse is prevented by magnetic pressure. The scaling of magnetic field strength with density is a prediction of many theoretical studies of the evolution of the interstellar medium and star formation. Simple examples include (1) mass accumulation along field lines without change in magnetic field strength, for which κ = 0; compression of mass perpendicular to the field with flux freezing, for which κ = 1; and spherical collapse with flux freezing and weak field strength, for which κ = 2/3 (Mestel, 1966) .
B vs. N
First, we discuss field strength versus column density. Bourke et al. (2001) plotted this for their OH observations and discussed the implication. Figure 4 shows B LOS versus N H with data from the compilation by Crutcher (1999) and four later major Zeeman surveys of H I, OH, and CN (Heiles and Troland, 2004; Bourke et al., 2001; Troland and Crutcher, 2008; Falgarone et al., 2008) . The data are clearly separated into three ranges in N H , corresponding to the tracers H I, OH, and CN. The straight line is the critical M/Φ line.
An essential point in interpreting figure 4 is that only one component of the total magnetic vector B is measured. Hence, all points are lower limits on what the total magnetic field strength would be. However, for N H 10 21 cm −2 , most of the points are above the critical line, showing that at low column densities the diffuse H I and lower column density molecular gas is subcritical. In contrast, for N H 10 22 cm −2 , all but one of the points are below the critical line. It is possible that some of these clouds are subcritical with the magnetic field close to the plane of the sky. However, that fact that all of the points are below the critical line suggests strongly that a transition occurs at N H ∼ 10 22 cm −2 from subcritical to supercritical M/Φ. Clouds with N H 10 22 cm −2 have a mean M/Φ that is supercritical by a factor of 2-3. The data strongly suggest that subcritical self-gravitating clouds are the exception and in fact none may exist. These self-gravitating clouds are the ones in the ambipolar diffusion model that should be subcritical at early stages of gravitational contraction. Figure 4 might appear to support the ambipolar diffusion model of cloud evolution, in which initially subcritical clouds become supercritical by gravitational contraction of neutral matter through magnetic fields. However, the points with N H 10 21 cm −2 , are lower density H I clouds. These cold H I clouds are confined by pressure from the surrounding warm ISM and are not self-gravitating, so they could not gravitationally collapse as envisioned by the ambipolar diffusion model. Heiles and Troland (2005) found that the mean B T OT is approximately the same in the cold H I medium and the warm neutral medium. Hence, the magnetic field strength does not systematically change during transitions of gas between the lower density warm and the higher density cold neutral medium. Possible explanations for this are that diffuse clouds form by flows along magnetic flux tubes or that they form preferentially from regions of lower magnetic field strength. Another process that could be important in keeping field strengths fairly constant is turbulent magnetic reconnection (Vishniac and Lazarian, 1999) .
N H in the range 10 21−22 cm −2 marks a clear transition between magnetic field strengths being statistically independent of N H and an increase in strength with column density. A similar transition is seen in figure 5 (discussed below) at n H ≈ 300 cm −3 . Assuming that these N H and n H correspond to the same clouds, the typical diameters of these clouds is 0.1-1 pc. These are roughly the parameters for an interstellar cloud to become self-gravitating. Gravitational contraction with flux freezing would then cause the magnetic field strength to increase with increasing N H and n H . We also note that N H ≈ 10 22 cm −2 is also roughly the column density where the orientation of magnetic fields in the plane of the sky as mapped with polarized dust emission changes (statistically) from parallel to perpendicular with respect to the elongated mass structures on the plane of the sky (Planck Collaboration et al., 2016) .
Probably the main uncertainty in figure 4 comes from the column densities. For H I the N H are very well determined, since both the line optical depths and spin temperatures are directly measured. However, for OH and CN the N H come from determinations of N OH and N CN and studies of OH/H and CN/H, which introduce possible errors. A major issue is exactly what N H the OH and CN Zeeman results sample. On the basis of ambipolar diffusion models with time-dependent astrochemistry, Tassis et al. (2012) argue that OH and CN are heavily depleted at higher densities due to chemistry and hence tend to sample the lower density outer layers of clouds rather than the cores, and that therefore the Zeeman results underestimate the magnetic field strengths in cores. If the true field strengths are higher at each N H than those plotted in figure 4, many of the points with N H > 10 22 cm −2 should be plotted at stronger field strengths. Such points would then lie above the critical M/Φ line, and would represent subcritical self-gravitating clouds. One issue with this conclusion is that ambipolar diffusion driven evolution is significantly slower than those for which the magnetic flux problem has been resolved by other physics such as turbulent reconnection (Vishniac and Lazarian, 1999; Lazarian et al., 2012) ; the chemical depletion at high densities may not have had sufficient time to be as significant as Tassis et al. (2012) find. A more direct problem with their argument is that the interpretation of figure 4 does not depend on OH and CN sampling the highest densities of molecular cores. The Zeeman effect estimates the magnetic field strength in the regions sampled by the Zeeman tracer (OH or CN), and the relevant N H and n H for estimating M/Φ are those sampled by the Zeeman species. There is no claim that either species samples the highest densities of cores. Ideally one might use a variety of Zeeman species that sample a range of densities in order to measure the change in M/Φ from envelope to core in clouds. The fact that all Zeeman species do not trace the field in the cores, while true, does not invalidate our interpretation of figure 4.
B vs. n
The above discussion was limited by the fact that only the line-of-sight component of the vector B is measured with the Zeeman effect. However, with a large number of Zeeman measurements, it is possible to infer statistical information about the total field strength. One can assume a PDF of the total field strength, P (B T OT ), and compute P (B LOS ), the PDF of the observable line-of-sight field strengths, assuming a random distribution of the θ. Comparison between the two lets one infer the most probable (of those assumed) P (B T OT ). Heiles and Crutcher (2005) attempted this for H I Zeeman data with a frequentist approach, but found that the observations did not allow a strong discrimination among possible PDFs for the total field strength. Crutcher et al. (2010b) used a Bayesian approach, and expanded the Zeeman data set to include H I, OH, and CN surveys (Heiles and Troland, 2004; Crutcher, 1999; Troland and Crutcher, 2008; Falgarone et al., 2008) . Their model for B T OT vs. n H had B T OT,max = B 0 at lower densities, based on the most probable result from Heiles and Crutcher (2005) . For higher densities the maximum B T OT had a powerlaw dependance, B T OT,max = B 0 (n/n 0 ) κ . The PDF of B T OT at each density was assumed to be flat, with the B T OT equally distributed between the B T OT,max at that n H and a lower limit
A delta function PDF (all B T OT at each n H being the same) would have f = 1, while f = 0 would be the flat PDF between B T OT,max and 0. The results for the four free parameters in the Bayesian model ( figure 5) were B 0 ≈ 10 µG, n 0 ≈ 300 cm −3 , κ ≈ 0.65, and f ≈ 0.
For n H > n o interstellar magnetic field strengths increase with density. Possible explanations are that diffuse clouds form by accumulation of matter along magnetic field lines, which would increase the density but not the field strength, or that there is a physical process such as turbulent magnetic reconnection that acts to keep fields from increasing with density (Vishniac and Lazarian, 1999; Lazarian et al., 2012) . Once densities become large enough for clouds to be self-gravitating, gravitational contraction with flux freezing may lead to the increase in field strength with increasing density.
The Bayesian analysis of the PDFs of the total field strength leads to the same result for the importance of magnetic fields with respect to gravity that was discussed above: for lower densities (where clouds are predominately not self-gravitating), the mass-to-flux ratio is subcritical. At higher densities it is supercritical.
The statistical increase in field strengths with density, parameterized by the power law exponent κ, may be compared with theoretical predictions. The ambipolar diffusion theory has κ near zero at early stages when contraction of neutrals increases density but not field strengths; as evolution proceeds, κ gradually increases to a maximum of 0.5, e.g., Mouschovias and Ciolek (1999) . The Bayesian analysis value of κ ≈ 0.65 ± 0.05 does not agree with the ambipolar diffusion prediction. It does agree with the value κ = 2/3 found by Mestel (1966) for a spherical cloud with flux freezing. However, while spherical collapse does produce κ = 2/3, finding that clouds have κ near this value does not require that clouds be spherical. It only means that collapse is approximately self-similar. The Bayesian result does imply that magnetic fields in self-gravitating clouds are generally too weak to dominate gravity in a large fraction of molecular clouds. However, the Bayesian analysis is a statistical one that does not rule out ambipolar diffusion being dominant in a small proportion of molecular clouds. Tritsis et al. (2015) have questioned the results of the Bayesian analysis described above on several grounds, including: i) that the clouds are not observed to be spherical; ii) that the Bayesian analysis included both H I and molecular cloud data; a non-Bayesian analysis by Tritsis et al. (2015) of molecular cloud detections only yielded κ ≈ 0.5; and, iii) that they found inferred cloud densities in a separate literature search often differing from those used by Crutcher et al. (2010b) , particularly higher CN cloud densities, and argued that the CN points in figure 5 should move further right thus lowering κ. Collectively, these are open questions for which countervailing arguments and considerations exist; both are important to our full understanding of the scientific interpretation of Zeeman observations. On (i) it can be argued that real clouds invariably have significantly non-spherical morphologies due to other forces such as bulk flows and turbulence. Regarding (ii), omitting clouds with Zeeman non-detections (and accordingly smaller inferred magnetic field strengths) in a non-Bayesian analysis can bias the estimation of κ downwards; the subset of clouds with larger field strengths may well have a smaller κ than the total set. On the final point (iii), it is required to estimate the density of the Zeeman tracer as opposed to the highest density for each cloud. Further, high excitation lines of other molecular species may sample higher densities that the N=1-0 CN transition due to excitation and astrochemical depletion. As current and future telescopes provide further data, as described in Section 6, these questions will undoubtedly be further constrained.
Radial Dependence of Mass/Flux
Study of M/Φ such as that illustrated by figure 4 compare different clouds. Also of interest is the variation of M/Φ within a cloud, for that can be indicative of the role of the magnetic field in the structure and evolution of a cloud. This is a very difficult observational task because spectral lines will generally be weaker away from cloud centers. However, Crutcher et al. (2009) reported such a study toward four dark clouds. Although determination of actual values of M/Φ requires knowledge of the unknown angle θ between the magnetic field vector and the line of sight, it is possible to map the variation from point to point within a cloud if one assumes that the magnetic field direction is the same at the various positions. This is a reasonable assumption if the magnetic field is strong and dominates turbulence, as in the standard ambipolar diffusion model of star formation. That model requires that M/Φ increase from envelope to core as collapse of neutrals through the magnetic field increases the mass but not (so much) the field strength in the core.
The Crutcher et al. (2009) result was that in all four clouds, M/Φ decreases from envelope to corethe opposite of the ambipolar diffusion prediction. This observational result agreed with results from a weak field, turbulence dominated simulation (Lunttila et al., 2009) . The observed result could also be due to magnetic reconnection (Lazarian, 2005) , since loss of magnetic flux due to turbulent reconnection will proceed more rapidly in envelopes that in cores, since in envelopes have larger spatial scales and in general stronger turbulence. Tassis (2009, 2010) reviewed the above results and conclusion, and argued that (1) motion of cores through surrounding more diffuse gas could lead to B in cores and their envelopes not being essentially parallel and (2) that since B LOS was not detected in the envelopes only upper limits should be considered. Crutcher et al. (2010a) discussed these arguments. The first point may have some validity, but observed correlation of B P OS directions in cores and surrounding gas argues against it. In any case, such a process would sometimes increase and sometimes decrease the observed radial dependence of M/Φ. Four clouds is not a large number, but all four did show the same result. On the second point, it is certainly true that at the 3σ upper-limit level, M/Φ constant or even decreasing slightly with radius is consistent with the data for each cloud individually, but the probability that this is true for all four clouds is ∼ 3 × 10 −7 . None the less, clear observational evidence for the ambipolar diffusion theory was not provided by the results in Crutcher et al. (2009) .
Models of Specific Clouds
Ambipolar diffusion models for specific clouds, B1 and L1544, have been produced for comparison with observational data including OH Zeeman detections (Crutcher et al., 1994; Ciolek and Basu, 2000) . In both cases the models could agree with observations, but both required that the fields be mainly in the plane of the sky, since the field strengths required by the models were much larger than the line-of-sight strengths obtained from Zeeman observations. While this could be true for the very small sample of two, in the larger sample of dark clouds with OH Zeeman observations one might expect to find examples of the field lying mainly along the line of sight, such that very large B LOS would be found from Zeeman observations. Such large fields are not found.
ZEEMAN OBSERVATIONAL RESULTS -MASERS
Astrophysical maser components, due to their intrinsic nature as compact objects of high brightness temperature, are critical probes of magnetic fields in intermediate-and high-mass star forming regions (HMSFR) and are of unique importance in the study of the magnetic field over spatial scales of 10-100 AU (Surcis et al., 2013; Vlemmings et al., 2010) . Hydroxyl (OH), water (H 2 O), and methanol (CH 3 OH) maser species have widespread association with HMSFR; each probes different physical conditions in these regions. SiO masers are rare toward SFR (Elitzur, 1992) , and we do not discuss them in this review. Broad reviews of maser observations of star forming regions (SFR) are provided in the monographs by Elitzur (1992) and Gray (2012) . Polarization-specific observations of masers toward SFR are reviewed by Vlemmings (2008a) and Vlemmings (2012) . In this article we seek to synthesize the current status of maser polarization observations of SFR, the impact of such observations on magnetic field estimates in these regions, and their relationship to open questions in star formation theory. All magnetic field values cited in this section are B LOS unless otherwise specified.
OH masers
Hydroxyl masers are common in SFR and are believed to lie in the enclosing dusty molecular envelope, arising during the development of the associated ultra-compact HII (UCHII) region and within the period when the UCHII is within approximately 30 milliparsec in size (Caswell, 2001) . Several sources are known to be somewhat larger in extent including OH 330.953-0.182 (Caswell et al., 2010) and OH 337.705-0.053 (Caswell et al., 2011b) , the latter source perhaps approaching the end of its evolutionary maser-emitting phase.
Main line OH masers
OH maser emission toward SFR is detected most frequently in the ground-state main line transitions 2 Π3 2 , J = 3 2 , {F = 1 → 1, F = 2 → 2} at 1665 MHz and 1667 MHz respectively and in the excited-state transitions 2 Π3 2 , J = 5 2 , {F = 2 → 2, F = 3 → 3} at 6031 MHz and 6035 MHz respectively. The Zeeman effect is readily detected in OH maser transitions due to the paramagnetic nature of the hydroxyl radical (Cook, 1977; Elitzur, 1992) . In the formalism of the foundational theory of maser polarization (Goldreich et al., 1973) the Zeeman splitting will exceed the maser linewidth if the magnetic field B > 0.5mG (Slysh et al., 2002) . The Zeeman pattern is as discussed above; as noted in that discussion, fullyseparated Zeeman components allow inference of the total magnetic field B T OT . The π components are not frequently observed (Slysh et al., 2002) but are not completely absent; Green et al. (2015) find an incidence of ∼ 16% in excited state OH transitions.
OH Zeeman pairs are frequently detected toward SFR in interferometric observations sensitive to circular or full polarization. In this paragraph we consider such observations of the main line 1665 MHz and 1667 MHz OH masers. The contemporary MAGMO survey of the Carina-Saggitarius tangent in these OH transitions toward methanol maser sites and previously-known OH sources using the Australia Telescope Compact Array (ATCA) by Green et al. (2012) detected 11 Zeeman components and found OH maser fractional linear polarization m l ∼ 22 − 95% and fractional circular polarization m c ∼ 6 − 100%. These observations and prior aggregated OH Zeeman measurements in this region span a B-field range: -1.5mG < B < +8.9 mG. Interferometric studies of individual sources find broadly comparable magnetic field magnitudes, including Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA) observations of G23.01-0.41 (Sanna et al., 2010) and W75(N) (Slysh et al., 2002) , Long Baseline Array (LBA) observations of OH 337.705-0.053 (Caswell et al., 2011b) , OH 330.953-0.182 (Caswell et al., 2010) , OH 300.969+1.147 (Caswell et al., 2009) , and 323.459-0.079 (Caswell and Reynolds, 2001) , and MERLIN observations of IRAS 20126+4104 (Edris et al., 2005) . A recent extensive Parkes single-dish polarization spectroscopic survey found that approximately one third of the main-line OH masers toward SFR have a feature that is at least 50% linearly polarized (Caswell et al., 2013) . Single-dish observations with the Nançay Radio Telescope (NRT) detected several Zeeman features with inferred magnetic fields consistent with the interferometric results cited above (Bayandina et al., 2014) .
Excited state OH masers
Excited-state OH masers at 6 GHz are usually strongly associated with 1665 MHz OH masers toward SFR, although at perhaps one third the incidence to the same sensitivity level (Caswell, 2001) . Caswell (2004) note that this is consistent with pumping models predicting similar conditions (Pavlakis and Kylafis, 2000; Cragg et al., 2002) . Ground-state OH masers have representative dust temperatures ≥ 100 K, gas temperatures ≤ 100 K, and density 10 4 < n H < 10 8.3 cm −3 (Cragg et al., 2002) . Excited-state OH masers trace somewhat cooler gas, at higher density 10 6.5 < n H < 10 8.3 cm −3 (Cragg et al., 2002; Green et al., 2007) .
In this paragraph we consider recent interferometric Zeeman or full polarization observations of 6 GHz excited state OH maser emission toward SFR. A contemporary survey of 30 source positions using the ATCA by Green et al. (2015) detected 94 Zeeman pairs and 18 Zeeman triplets with inferred magnetic fields -10.4 mG < B < 11.4 mG. Interferometric observations of individual sources find Zeeman pairs with a comparable range of magnetic field magnitudes including European VLBI Network (EVN) observations of W3(OH) (Fish and Sjouwerman, 2007) , MERLIN observations of W51 (Etoka et al., 2012) , W3(OH) , and ON1 (Green et al., 2007) , ATCA observations of OH 353.410-0.360 (Caswell and Reynolds, 2001) , LBA observations of G351.417+0.645 and G353.410-0.360 (Caswell et al., 2011a) , and Very Large Array (VLA) observations of NGC 6334I (Hunter et al., 2018) .
1720 MHz OH masers
The 2 Π3 2 , J = 3 2 , F = 2 → 1 OH maser transition at 1720 MHz is less frequently observed and detected toward SFR. They are believed to be approximately 1/6th as prevalent as 1665 MHz OH masers toward SFR when surveyed to the same sensitivity limit (Caswell, 2004) . Observationally 6035 MHz and 1720 MHz OH masers are known to have correlated association (Caswell, 2001) ; at high resolution Fish and Sjouwerman (2007) find components in these transition to be co-spatial within 10-20 mas. An ATCA interferometric survey of 1720 MHz OH masers associated with 1665 MHz and 6035 MHz OH maser sites found Zeeman pairs with associated magnetic field magnitudes as high as ∼ 16 mG (Caswell, 2004) . These authors argue that the 1720 MHz OH masers toward SFR trace regions of higher densities and higher associated magnetic fields (∼ 1.5 − 2×) accordingly.
Detection of Zeeman pairs
OH Zeeman pairs can be difficult to identify unambiguously due to flux density or positional offsets between the two σ components (Cook, 1977) , likely due to differing maser amplification paths for the two separated components. This effect is more pronounced for the main line OH maser transitions as they have larger Zeeman splitting coefficients Z than the 1720 MHz OH transition and 6 GHz excited state OH transitions. These values are 0.113 km/s/mG at 1720 MHz (Caswell, 2004) , 0.079 km/s/mG at 6030 MHz and 0.056 km/s/mG at 6035 MHz (Caswell et al., 2011a) ; cf. table 1.
Methanol masers
Methanol masers have emerged as particularly powerful probes of star formation. The 6.7 GHz 5 1 → 6 0 A + methanol transition is associated only with HMSFR (Minier et al., 2003; Green et al., 2007) . It is difficult to infer local magnetic field structure in high-resolution observations of ground-state OH masers toward SFR due to significant external Faraday rotation (Surcis et al., 2009) ; methanol maser transition frequencies are far less affected.
Methanol masers are classified as either Class I or Class II (Menten, 1991a,b) . Class I methanol masers trace shocked gas at the interfaces of outflows from HMSFR (Cyganowski et al., 2009) . A comprehensive review of Class I methanol masers and their excitation is provided by Leurini et al. (2016) . Class II methanol masers are found closer to massive protostars within HMSFR. Wiesemeyer et al. (2004) cites W3(OH) as the prototype Class II methanol maser source. The two strongest Class II methanol maser transitions are the 2 0 → 3 −1 E 12.2 GHz transition (Batrla et al., 1987) and the 5 1 → 6 0 A + 6.7 GHz transition (Menten, 1991b) . Typical physical conditions for Class II methanol maser excitation are cited by Wiesemeyer et al. (2004) as n ∼ 10 5−8 cm −3 with a gas temperature less than the dust temperature (both ≤ 100 K).
The methanol molecule is non-paramagnetic and expected to have low linear and circular polarization in an external magnetic field (Green et al., 2007; Vlemmings, 2008b) particularly if partially saturated, as described in the general maser theory summarized by Watson (2009) . A further complication for Zeeman polarimetry of methanol masers was immediately presented once these observations became technically feasible: no accurate laboratory measurement existed for the Landé g-factor for the transitions of interest. The community relied on an uncertain extrapolation of laboratory measurements of 25 GHz methanol transitions (Jen, 1951) , and the extrapolation calculation may have been in error by an order of magnitude . Recently a full quantum mechanical derivation has been performed resulting in an accurate Zeeman coefficient. Accordingly we do not cite inferred magnetic fields from work using earlier Landé g-factors than Lankhaar et al. (2018) , but only note Zeeman velocity or frequency splitting for those results accordingly.
6.7 GHz methanol masers
In this paragraph we confine our discussion to polarization observations of the 6.7 GHz methanol maser transition toward HMSFR. Ellingsen (2002) reported the detection of linear polarization at levels of up to 10% toward NGC6334F using the ATCA. MERLIN observations of W3(OH) by detected a median linear polarization fraction m l ∼ 1.8% and set an upper limit to the fractional circular polarization m c < 2%; the upper limit to the Zeeman splitting was v z < 1.1 × 10 −3 km/s. Dodson (2008) reported linear polarization m l ∼ 0.5 − 10.1% toward G339.88-1.26 using the LBA. The first systematic survey for Zeeman components was performed by Vlemmings (2008b) using the Effelsberg single-dish telescope to observe a sample of 24 sources; 17 Zeeman components were detected with an average Zeeman splitting of 0.56 m/s. Figure 6 shows an example of a Zeeman detection Stokes I and V profile. Zeeman splitting toward the period flaring source G09.62+0.20 was reported by Vlemmings et al. (2009) using similar Effelsberg observations. As more telescopes and interferometer arrays became equipped with receivers in this band the scope of observations of this transition toward HMSFR increased significantly. MERLIN observation of DR21(OH) and DR21(OH)N were completed by Harvey-Smith et al. (2008) , of Cepheus A HW2 by Vlemmings et al. (2010) , and of IRAS 18089-1732 by Dall'Olio et al. (2017) . Dodson and Moriarty (2012) undertook a survey of ten SFR using the ATCA; and the Mount Pleasant 26-m single dish telescope was equipped for polarimetry in this transition by Stack and Ellingsen (2011) , who detected Zeeman splitting in the periodic flaring source G9.62+0.20. A significant systematic survey campaign of HMSFR using the EVN is reported by Surcis et al. (2009 Surcis et al. ( , 2012 Surcis et al. ( , 2013 Surcis et al. ( , 2015 ; these authors report Zeeman v z splitting spanning the range from -9.7 m/s to +7.8 m/s and fractional linear polarization in the range m l ∼ 0.4 − 17%. We do not imply that the data are uniformly distributed in these ranges; an approximate summation here suggests a mean unsigned |v z | ∼ 3.2 m/s and a mean fractional linear polarizationm l ∼ 3.6%. Vlemmings et al. (2011) cite a fitted Zeeman splitting dispersion △V Z ∼ 0.62 m/s from their Effelsberg single-dish Zeeman survey. Lankhaar et al. (2018) report that this translates to a mean magnetic field magnitude ∼ 12 mG using the correct Zeeman splitting coefficient.
36 GHz and 44 GHz methanol masers
The Class I 4 −1 → 3 0 E 36 GHz methanol maser transition was detected toward the HMSFR M8E using the VLA by Sarma and Momjian (2009) ; these authors resolved two Zeeman components with splitting v z = 34.4 ± 5.9 Hz and v z = −53.2 ± 6.0 Hz respectively. Zeeman splitting has also been detected in the Class I 7 0 → 6 1 A+ 44 GHz methanol maser transition toward the SFR OMC-2 (Sarma and Momjian, 2011; Momjian and Sarma, 2012) and DR21(OH) (Momjian and Sarma, 2017) . In DR21(OH) the authors find v z = 53.5 ± 2.7 Hz and for OMC-2 report v z = 18.4 ± 1.1 Hz and v z = 17.7 ± 0.9 Hz over two epochs.
Using the correct Landé g-factors computed for these transitions and the most likely hyperfine transitions, Lankhaar et al. (2018) infer a magnetic field magnitude of 20-75 mG for the reported 36 GHz and 44 GHz methanol maser Zeeman observations. Momjian and Sarma (2017) note that these masers sample densities n ∼ 10 7−8 cm −3 (Leurini et al., 2016) . As noted by Lankhaar et al. (2018) the B-field magnitudes ∼ 20 − 75 mG are not inconsistent with shock compression. Wiesemeyer et al. (2004) conducted single-dish polarimetry of methanol masers at higher frequencies using the IRAM 30-m telescope. They observed the Class I transitions: 5 −1 → 4 0 E (85 GHz), 8 0 → 7 1 A+ (95 GHz), 6 −1 → 5 0 E (132 GHz); and Class II transitions: 3 1 → 4 0 A+ (107 GHz) and 6 0 → 6 −1 E (157 GHz). The authors report fractional linear polarization in the range m l ∼ 2.8 − 39.5% and fractional circular polarization m c ∼ −7.1 − 3.52%. They argue that the masers are unsaturated and that the theory of Nedoluha and Watson (1992) applies; specifically that the linear polarization arises from anisotropic pumping and anisotropic radiation losses and the circular polarization from non-Zeeman effects (Watson, 2009 ). Kang et al. (2016) present a survey of linear polarization in 44 GHz and 95 GHz Class I masers conducted with a single dish from the Korean VLBI Network (KVN). Their results yielded a lower fractional linear polarization and they argue accordingly for a diminished influence of anisotropic pumping and losses than Wiesemeyer et al. (2004) .
Other millimeter wavelength transitions
Water masers
The advent of the VLBA was accompanied by the development of observing techniques that allowed VLBI polarimetry of 22 GHz water masers (Leppänen et al., 1998) . VLBI observations of the Zeeman effect in 22 GHz water masers were first reported by and Sarma et al. (2008) ; such observations allow the magnetic field in SFR to be measured in high-density regions n ∼ 10 9 cm −3 . Contemporary VLBI observations of W75N are reported by Surcis et al. (2011) . Their analysis leads to an inferred magnetic field of 200 mG to 1000 mG in the shocked outflow region where the water masers arise. Modeling suggests that the shock is a C-shock. As part of their comprehensive observations of the HMSFR G23.01-0.41 Sanna et al. (2010) included VLBA observations of H 2 O masers, confirming that the water masers trace fast outflows from the massive YSO in this source.
Relationship of maser polarization observations to star formation theory
There remain broad open questions in both the micophysics and macrophysics of star formation theory (McKee and Ostriker, 2007) . Maser polarization observations in SFR probe the fine-scale magnetic field in dense regions n ∼ 10 5−11 cm −3 of obscured HMSFR (Kang et al., 2016) and therefore provide constraints on the theory of high-mass as opposed to low-mass star formation (Zinnecker and Yorke, 2007) . In addition, masers are confined to certain evolutionary phases of HMSF, specifically between the formation of hot dense molecular cores (HDMC) (Zinnecker and Yorke, 2007) , equivalently highmass protostellar objects (HMPO) (McKee and Ostriker, 2007) , and their subsequent evolution into ultra-compact HII regions (UCHII) (Churchwell, 2002) . The hot molecular core phase is associated with the emergence of outflows, jets, and water and methanol maser emission (McKee and Ostriker, 2007; Zinnecker and Yorke, 2007) with the later emergence of OH maser emission during the development of an UCHII region (Churchwell, 2002) . HMPOs have high extinction, complex spatial structure due to clustered HMSF, and may lie at large distances (McKee and Ostriker, 2007) . Maser observations can mitigate these observational challenges however and provide unique probes of the fine-scale kinematics and magnetic fields in HMPO regions. However it is critical to locate the maser emission within the broader kinematic and dynamical picture of high-mass star formation regions as accurately as possible in order to assess the physical meaning of the magnetic field measurements inferred from maser observations and their overall role as probes of HMSF in general.
Class II methanol masers lie closer to the central HMPOs but there has been debate as to their exact location and kinematics; we consider the available evidence here. Early interferometric imaging of 6.7 GHz and 12.2 GHz methanol masers toward SFR revealed frequent linear or arc-like features, which were interpreted as Keplerian disks (Norris et al., 1993 (Norris et al., , 1998 ). However, as described by Dodson and Moriarty (2012) competing interpretations have arisen, including shocks (Walsh et al., 1998) , disk infall or outflow (Bartkiewicz et al., 2009) , and shock interaction with rotating molecular clouds (Dodson et al., 2004) . Dodson and Moriarty (2012) conducted a survey of 10 SFR in the 6.7 GHz methanol transition using the ATCA in order to distinguish these cases by comparing the gross polarization morphology and the structural morphology of the maser distribution; this statistical test was inconclusive. Using a larger sample of SFR observed in full polarization in the 6.7 GHz methanol transition using the EVN, Surcis et al. (2013 Surcis et al. ( , 2015 have synthesized all external information on outflow direction from other molecular or dust polarization observations for their sample and searched for correlations between structural maser distribution and polarization EVPA and outflow direction. They find a statistically significant correlation supporting the alignment of the inferred magnetic field direction and the large-scale outflow direction. This is not universal but is clearly indicated in several sources studied in detail in the 6.7 GHz methanol transition. Cepheus A HW2 shows methanol masers in an elliptical ring of size ∼ 650 AU that probe material being accreted onto the disk (Vlemmings et al., 2010) . There is no clear sign of rotation and the magnetic field is aligned with the outflow. The HMSFR G23.01-0.41 observed by Sanna et al. (2010) using VLBI shows methanol masers in a toroid consistent with expansion and rotation about a massive YSO; this is confirmed in an associated proper motion analysis. MERLIN observation of W51 by Etoka et al. (2012) show the methanol masers around e2-W51 to be in a velocity-coherent structure perpendicular to the CO outflow; the maser spots appear to trace the magnetic field lines elsewhere in the source. Harvey-Smith et al. (2008) find a methanol maser distribution toward DR21(OH) consistent with a Keplerian disk toward DR21(OH)N. The preceding results show that methanol masers are unique probes of disks or toroids surrounding HMPOs and that there is significant potential in future observations. These inner regions are critical to understanding key issues in HMSF including accretion mechanisms (Krumholz et al., 2007) , angular momentum transport, disks (Cesaroni et al., 2007) and outflows. The physics of low-and high-mass star formation differ in key respects, as summarized by Zinnecker and Yorke (2007) .
In several sources it is particularly clear that the measured methanol maser magnetic fields sample an overall coherent magnetic field and not isolated regions of dense shocked material. This is argued for Cepheus A HW2 by Vlemmings et al. (2010) who also cite additional supporting evidence for the source W75N (Surcis et al., 2009 ). There is a particularly strong alignment between the methanol maser magnetic field orientation and the field derived from dust polarization in W51-e2 (Surcis et al., 2012) ; in particular see their Figure 10 . The evidence that maser polarization observations sample the global field is particularly valuable constraining HMSF collapse, accretion, and angular momentum transport mechanisms (McKee and Ostriker, 2007) .
Magnetic fields and density relation
Using Zeeman magnetic field measurements made possible for different maser species in the past decade, particularly with the addition of methanol and water masers, Vlemmings (2008b) compared the resulting magnetic field -density relation for Cepheus A against the relation B ∝ n 0.47 derived by Crutcher (1999) finding excellent agreement; see figure 6 . This is confirmed after revisions accounting for the more accurate Landé g-factor for the methanol molecule . The agreement with this relation has been used as an independent consistency check on measurements of maser magnetic fields (Momjian and Sarma, 2017; Surcis et al., 2011) . However, note that the Crutcher (1999) study has been superceded by a more complete and statistically improved study that yields an exponent of ≈ 0.65. With the uncertainties in especially densities sampled by masers, in addition of other uncertainties discussed above, the Vlemmings (2008b) result is not inconsistent with the higher exponent. But it is also true that the physics governing the relationship between field strength and density may be completely different in the extended gas and the regions with the special conditions that give rise to masers; there is no strong astrophysical argument that the same exponent hold in both regions.
Future observations offer the potential of extending measurement of the magnetic field -density relation at maser densities over a larger sample of individual sources. It is challenging to aggregate these data but new instrumental capabilities increasingly make this a possibility. A larger ensemble of sources will offset the inherent uncertainty in maser excitation density and provide tighter constraints on the B ∝ n κ exponent in maser regions and better understanding of the underlying physics. We refer the reader to the discussion in Section 4.2 concerned the physical meaning of different exponent values.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Interstellar Zeeman detections have been made in five species, H I, OH, CN, CH 3 OH, and H 2 O, that sample densities n H over about 10 orders of magnitude (10 0−10 cm −3 ). Hence, information about magnetic field strengths is available over the full range of densities from diffuse atomic clouds to very dense gas in regions of star formation. There are, however, a number of limitations in the data. Zeeman detections generally involve high sensitivity observations that require long telescope observation time, which limits the quantity of data available. In most cases the Zeeman effect provides only the field strength along the line of sight (with the exception of OH masers with fully separated Zeeman components), so statistical analysis is necessary. Obtaining astrophysical information such as the mass/flux ratio and the scaling of field strength with density requires knowledge of the column densities and volume densities traced by the Zeeman species. Particularly for masers, where the range of physical conditions under which masing may occur can be broad, this introduces significant uncertainties. Nonetheless, since the Zeeman effect provides the only direct technique for measurement of interstellar magnetic field strengths, Zeeman observations are crucial for our understanding of the role of magnetic fields in the evolution of interstellar clouds and in star formation.
At the lower densities sampled by H I, field strengths do not appear to be systematically dependent on volume density, with maximum strengths of 10-20 µG. At densities starting at about 300 cm −3 , field strengths increase with density, following a scaling B ∝ n 0.65 , based on Bayesian analysis of OH and CN Zeeman data in extended gas. At higher densities, 10 6 cm −3 , results come from masers, and density estimates are less certain than for extended gas. Nonetheless, it is clear that field strengths continue to increase as a power law of density; early results suggested an exponent of 0.5 in this regime but on inspection current data are not inconsistent with a 0.65 exponent. Further analysis over a larger source sample is needed.
The observed ratio of column density to field strength is directly proportional to the mass/flux ratio M/Φ, which measures whether gravitational or magnetic energy dominates. At lower densities M/Φ is subcritical; magnetic fields dominate gravity. Again at about densities of 300 cm −3 the situation changes, and M/Φ becomes supercritical.
These two measures of the relative importance of gravity and magnetic fields give the same result. At about the density at which clouds become self-gravitating, the importance of magnetic fields changes. The Zeeman data are consistent with a picture in which a cloud forms by flows along magnetic flux tubes (sometimes described as converging flows), increasing the local mass and density but not the field strength, until the cloud becomes magnetically supercritical and contracts gravitationally and eventually forms stars. Turbulent magnetic diffusion probably plays a large role in moderating field strengths during the evolutionary process. While this broad picture appears generally to satisfy data constraints, cloud evolution and star formation is a very complex process and this broad picture may not (always) be correct.
Although there have been extensive Zeeman observations in molecular clouds, conclusions remain tentative. Additional observational work that should lead to more definitive conclusions are: (1) measurement of the overall M/Φ of molecular cloud complexes to study the degree of magnetic support;
(2) additional Zeeman measurements at high densities in order to solidify κ in the B ∝ ρ κ relation; (3) additional studies of the magnetic field morphology and strength both within cores and between cores and between GMCs.
Progress in interstellar Zeeman observations, particularly in non-masing lines, has slowed considerable in the last decade, due to the requirement of very large amounts of telescope time and instrumental polarization problems with important telescopes such as the IRAM 30-m and the ALMA telescopes that have prevented Zeeman observations in recent years. Hopefully these instrumental problems will be overcome so Zeeman data can be significantly extended in coming years. Being able to measure the Zeeman effect in protostellar disks with (for example) CN transitions would add significantly to information about magnetic fields. There has however been significant progress in maser observations of SFR in the past decade, particularly VLBI polarimetry sensitive to the Zeeman effect in receiver bands allowing observations of important tracers of HMSFR such as the 6.7 GHz methanol maser transition. This work has been facilitated both by improvements in observing and analysis techniques and advancement in the application of the theory polarized maser radiation transport. It has become clear that methanol masers in particular trace coherent magnetic field structures in HMSFR, provide important Zeeman probes of the magnetic field near massive YSOs, and add particular value to understanding star formation when considered with all other molecular and dust tracers.
As noted above, the commissioning of circular polarization capability on ALMA has been technically challenging, however recent results are highly encouraging (Vlemmings et al., , 2019 . The latter work presents an upper limit on the magnetic field in the disk of TW Hya based on, at present, the non-detection of the Zeeman effect in CN. The feasbility of Zeeman observations of CN emission in protostellar disks was considered earlier by Brauer et al. (2017) . A review of the potential of ALMA for linear polarization maser observations is provided by Pérez-Sánchez and ; the linear polarization capabilities of ALMA have been realized much earlier in telescope operation due to their lower technical complexity than circular polarization for ALMA.
The ngVLA 1 science case for the study of magnetic fields in SFR is presented by Hull et al. (2018) . The science case includes Zeeman observations of a range of Galactic thermal and maser emission, including maser emission from the near environments of YSOs, OH masers to study the large-scale magnetic field distribution in the Milky Way, and Zeeman observations to detect magnetic fields in extragalactic OH masers sources. The ngVLA offers significantly increased sensitivity, a key consideration along with instrumental polarization purity in the technical feasibility of Zeeman observations, and nearly continuous coverage of the useful frequency spectrum from 1 GHz to 116 GHz. The potential for Zeeman observations using the Square Kilometre Array (SKA 2 ) is described by Robishaw et al. (2015) . The high sensitivity of the SKA similarly enhances the technical feasibility of Zeeman observations; the authors note specific opportunities for significantly improved Zeeman observations to measure magnetic field densities in SFR with both OH and methanol masers, HI absorption studies toward background continuum sources as well as diffuse HI emission, OH masers tracing the Galactic magnetic field structure, and extragalactic masers. The SKA precursor projects MeerKAT 3 and ASKAPhttp://www.atnf.csiro.au/projects/askap/index.html have lower sensitivity and reduced frequency coverage relative to the full SKA, but will make important contributions to the areas of SKA Zeeman science mentioned above.
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